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WEEK 1 ICY SPELL AT AN END? BEACH CLEAN-UP, WHERE ARE THE            
STARLINGS? 
 
Weather slightly less beastly than of late although doggy shawl still the order of the day for Pelleas.                  
People with dogs are perhaps more conscious of how horrible has been this winter as as our beasts                  
need their walks at least twice a day.  
From our vantage point in front of the Memorial statue this Saturday Brighton seems to be waking up                  
again  with lots of people around and the Donut rising full of of customers. 

  
Yesterday was the first of this years Brighton        
Beach Clean Ups organised by the Marine       
Conservation Society and the Council with dozens       
of volunteers showing themselves to be true solid        
citizens. 
This is to tackle the plastics problem and help to          
make a difference as part of the Great British         
Spring Clean. 
 
 
        LOTS OF WORK FOR BRIGHTON’S SOLID CITIZENS 
 

THE STARLING MURMURATIONS 
We look with keen interest for the starling murmurations to appear again over the West Pier after the                  
bitterly cold spell. 
The flocks with their spellbinding aerial show each evening can swell to as many as 40,000 birds at                  
the peak in December. Has the bad weather and the new lighting of the pier carcass frightened them                  
away?  Are they having second thoughts about the lighting - it is hardly ever switched on. 
 
TASTERS OF OUR HISTORY 
We spoke in February of the book being prepared to commemorate our bicentenary and our blog will                 
include tantalising tasters of the kind of information we will glean. 
To start with then: 
How could Regency Square have housed a military encampment of 10,000 soldiers? The answer is               
that originally it was open on the west side - then called Belle View Fields and the encampment                  
spilled out into Hove before the houses on that side were built.  



We hope that the book will give us material for our Heritage Tunnel Exhibition in the same way as we                    
are using Fred Gray’s definitive history of the West Pier Walking on Water  - with himself as curator. 

WEEK 2   A DAY FOR MUMS OF ALL SORTS, CRAZY PAVING NEWS 
Saturday morning was wet and miserable. The only person to stop was a tourist who wanted a selfie                  
with Pelleas. So we packed up and returned on Sunday when it was like a spring day. 
Lots of people were carrying small bunches of flowers and - not wishing to offend transgender                
sensibilities - we try to think of an alternative inclusive name for Mothers’ Day which will satisfy                 
motherly dads.  
Later in the year there's a special day when fatherly mums will have to be taken into account!  
Is it not all getting too silly! 
 
WHERE DOES THIS BIT GO? 
In the week that we talked of our mound         
of stones at the front of our front garden         
the man came from the council to mend        
them.  
When the car park was dug out more        
than 50 years ago the steps between       
the three sections of the new square       
were faced in crazy paving stones      
together with the circular mound of      
stones which we believe was designed      
as the base for a fountain. 
 
 
 
BROKEN STONES REPLACED 
 
Each year a number of the stones break off and the man from the council has to scrummage around                   
the square and under the bushes to locate them and cement them back in their original position. 
As Friends readers will know we are campaigning for either a small display fountain with embedded                
solar powered pump and uplighters and or alternatively a modern stylish drinking fountain. 
 
WEEK 3   THE RETURN OF THE BEAST, THE STARTLED STARLINGS 
 
Last week we spoke too soon and today was another bitterly cold Saturday. No-one wanted to stop                 
and talk about petitions - however worthwhile - so after Pelleas had cocked his leg we returned                 
home without unfurling our banner. Sunday was just as bad and so we had a week without a                  
signature. 
 
This week we learned that the new lights illuminating the West Pier carcass have been switched off                 
as they seem to be affecting the murmurings of the starlings. Poor birds - as if the two Peregrine                   
Falcons on top of Sussex Heights are not enough to put them off ! 
The starling population has fallen by more than 80 per cent in recent years, meaning they are now                  
on the critical list of UK birds most at risk. 



Autumn roosts usually begin to form in November, though this varies from site to site and some can                  
begin as early as September. The West Pier Trust are now investigating what times of the year it                  
would be safe to light the old pier and shortly the lights will be on again. It is believed the BAi360                     
paid for the lights for the benefit of their night - time customers. The gentle lighting certainly casts an                   
appropriate spectral hue over our Grand Old Lady. 
Perhaps we can now persuade the BAi360 to invest in some gentle solar - power lighting for our                  
lawns in Regency Square - this would be very attractive and would enhance the nighttime               
appearance of one of Brighton’s most beautiful squares. It would certainly help deter the anti-social               
behaviour in our top garden. Now it is dark and unwelcoming during the long winter nights. What are                  
your views? 
 
NOTICE OF NEGLECT 

 
This scrappy little notice on the square advertising the RSAS AGM -            
now the only publicly advertised event for the whole year - is a sorry              
symbol of decline and inactivity. Compare us with other parks and           
squares which have a full programme of public events and festivals.           
Also at a time when we are celebrating our bicentenary we should            
reflect on how things once were in our square which was a hive of              
activity and very much a social gathering place with markets and fairs.            
The Friends are trying to do something about this and we hope we             
have your support. 
  
                        NOTHING NOTEWORTHY TO REPORT - A  FORLORN SYMBOL OF NEGLECT  
 

 
WEEK 4 PUT TO SHAME BY NEIGHBOURING FRIENDS GROUPS, NOT          
THAT TENT AGAIN! 
 
At last a dry Saturday morning and we filled a page with signatures. 
Last week I reflected on how how the scrappy little note attached to our railings advertising the                 
RSAS AGM reflected the almost complete absence of any organised community activity on our              
square. What a contrast was this weeks AGM of the Friends of Hove Lagoon (FOHL) where the                 
packed Big Beach Cafe included Councillor Robert Nemeth, Council officers, Shoreham Port            
Authority representatives and local businesses A big hand went to the representative from the              
Chandlers Building Supplies - who had that dreadful fire last week very near the Lagoon - when he                  
said how helpful the local community had been during the last few days and how they are very                  
happy to support FOHL. 
Discussion ranged from their plans for the first Lagoon Festival, local Lagoon clean up, Planting               
Projects including the Wharf Road Public Art and Planting Project and funding issues including              
monies due to the local community as a result of the i360 development. They are also arranging a                  
working party to remove graffiti - which has become a big problem recently. 
What is clear is that help comes to those who help themselves and the FOHL activities are a prime                   
example of this. Money is coming from all areas for their various projects including match funding                
from the council. Compare this with the lack of enthusiasm and commitment for any activity on                
Regency Square! 
We have a long way to go and the Friends of Regency Square are keen to learn from others how to                     
attract both voluntary and business support. This includes our very close neighbours Norfolk Square              



with their Planting Group and also other Friends groups. For too long Regency Square has been in                 
the doldrums and lacks the kind of community spirit in evidence on most publics squares and parks. 
The first Newsletter of Norfolk Square shows the range of their activities It had news of their plans                  
for new fencing surround their flower beds which they purchased through crowdfunding and of their               
regular gardening sessions plus a diary of all the local          
events coming up. 
Why - you may ask - do I have so much news of our              
neighbours and so little of what goes on at Regency          
Square? The reason is that nothing is going on at          
Regency Square and this lack of any activity and         
community spirit is why it is so neglected and why for           
example the only happening this week is the arrival of that           
same tent which took up residence in our top garden for 3            
months before Christmas? And the sad fact is that those          
who believe they have stewardship of our square just don’t          
recognise the problem and are happy for things to remain          
as they are!  Ho Hum! 
 
 THAT TENT - IN SO MANY WAYS A SYMBOL OF NEGLECT 
 
WEEK 5 CHARM OFFENSIVE FOR CHILLY TIMES. BILL AND BEN          
ARCH TO OPEN SHORTLY,  JOHN PIPER’S VIEW OF REGENCY SQUARE 
 
The Easter weekend and still it is so cold - today only 5c - and my explanation of the petition has to                      
be very short and pithy so that we don’t delay our solid citizens. I am lucky to have Pelleas with me                     
on such a day for he has bundles of charm with his big woolly face peering from beneath his doggy                    
shawl. 
We learn this week that the Flower Pot Bakery will soon open alongside the Murmur Restaurant and                 
this should help to enliver that row of new arches many of which are so often closed. 
 
OUR SQUARE FROM THE OLD WEST PIER 

 
We have here a view of Regency Square from         
the West Pier from John Piper’s book of        
Brighton Aquatints which is on show at the        
Brighton Museum until June 3.  
John Piper says of this picture “The West Pier         
is a dazzling white meringue, brittle and       
sweet.”                    NEIL ROSBOROUGH 1 APRIL 2018 

 
 
 
 
 
 
         OUR SQUARE FROM THE SWEET MERINGUE 
 



 
 


